January:

Improved cooking stoves were installed at Thumi VDC of Gorkha district in 69 houses to alleviate burn disabilities. Non-formal education class for the illiterate women was started in Ashala Devi School of Gorkha district. Marie with her team visited the project site.

Shamjhana Rai of 14 years old was brought to CDCA home who is suffering from Poliomyelitis, and came from Dipsung-6, Khotang after being diagnosed by HRDC hospital, Banepa.

February:

Music class was started for CDCA children on every Friday of 1 hour at CDCA home.

Dance class has been also started for CDCA children on every Saturday of 1 hour at CDCA home.

Room partition and roofing of the school building in Ashala Devi School in Gorkha was done along with solar plate installation.

4 monitor and a CPU was installed in Lapubesi School in Gorkha district.

Pradeep Gurung's hand operation was done at HRDC hospital in Banepa.
April:

Swastika Jirel, 9 years old girl was brought to CDCA home; a child having multiple disabilities after being diagnosed by HRDC hospital in Banepa. The doctor suggested that she need regular physiotherapy and speech therapy. Her physiotherapy is performed twice a day at CDCA home by medical assistant Diku Sherpa and her caretaker is Pasang Sherpa.

Scholarship was provided to 25 students studying at Pushpalal Memorial School, Kapan VDC, and Kathmandu, Nepal with the help provided by Association Samsal South Korea. Shamjhana Rai's was admission done at Pushpalal Memorial School of Kapan VDC.

Scholarship was provided to 17 students studying at Nawa Jagriti higher secondary School, Ramhiti, Kapan. Also scholarship was provided to 10 students at Bal Uddhar higher secondary school of Kapan VDC with the help of Association P'tits Loups de Kathmandu, France.

Anjali Tamang of 6 years old; a child having hearing problems & speech problems was admitted at Deaf School at Naxal. She stays at private hostel near to School. She is the child of Day care center and her medical treatment was done by CDCA by the help of sponsors.
Sarmila Bhujel of 16 years old from Okhaldhunga came for the treatment of cubed right leg; (the problem from her birth) was hospitalized at HRDC hospital, & had an operation & stayed there for 30 days. She now can walk normally and has happily returned to Okhaldhunga.

4 monitors and 1 CPU were installed in Sishakhola School in Solukhumbu district.

May:

Tanks for rain water harvesting were installed at three different places i.e. - CDCA, Nava Jagriti secondary School and Bal Uddhar higher secondary school. Five tanks were installed altogether. Two tanks were put in each government school and one was put at CDCA home.

2 new non- formal classes for illiterate women started at Durga Mandir in Kapan & Chanauta in Kapilvastu respectively by the help of Association Samsal, South Korea.

2 new non - formal classes of women started held at Ramhiti in Kapan & at Thumi in Gorkha respectively by the help of Association P'tits Loups de Kathmandu, France.
June:

Chairman Mr. Dendi Sherpa visited France to inaugurate the First Marathon called "Challenge trail La Nepalaise 2012 held at Epernay, France.

The Shoes of Aitaram Gurung and Maila Ghale were repaired. The new support leg equipment was provided to Samjhana Rai.

Children gave their first terminal examination held which completed after 1 week.

Mr. Dendi Sherpa & office staffs visited and donated 2 wheelchairs to a boy and a woman of Kapilvastu district. In meantime, they too visited three other wheelchair users whom were provided six months back. Among the users, Ram Suraj Chaudary (Tharu) is attending school regularly after the support.

July:

Chairman Mr. Dendi Sherpa provided books, copies and other stationeries to the students attending non-formal class. He also provided an inverter to cope with the problem of load shedding.
August:
Dikshya Thapa 11 years old child (Kapilvastu) came to Kathmandu and her health checkup, CT scan, MRI was done at B&B hospital and Norvic International hospital. She was suffering from spinal bifida. Her first phase treatment was done. After adjusting the urine pipe, she returned to her home with improvements.

A rain water harvesting tank was put on a child welfare home called Shree Bal Mukti Kalyan Kendra at Balaju.

September:
Dikshya Thapa again came to Kathmandu for her operation at Norvic International hospital. Her operation was done successfully and now she has some sense to do pee, and returns to her hometown with her father safely. She can follow up her doctor at Butwal also which is 35 km far from her village. Her health situation is improving gradually.

CDCA has celebrated children’s Day at CDCA home.

CDCA conducted a conference at Shambala Village Resort, Kapan to startup the campaign declaring the Kapan VDC a free plastic zone.

CDCA with a collaboration of Umbrella women organization and Kapan VDC distributed more than 100 dust bins to the different households of Kapan VDC.

Anjali Tamang was brought to CDCA home for about one week. She returned to her School and hostel for her second terminal examination.
Reshma Khadka Bohara was recruited as an office secretary and corresponding officer. She could be contacted for any official information and supportive documents.

October:

Second terminal examination at Pushpalal Memorial School, Nawa Jagriti Higher Secondary School and Bal Uddhar Higher Secondary School were completed.

Some of the Children went to their hometown with their parents or guardians for the festival Dashain. After celebration, they returned to CDCA home.

Anjali Tamang came to CDCA home for one month holiday of Dashain and Tihar festivals and she stayed at CDCA home during her holiday period.

Swastika Jirel has gone to her guardian's house and stayed there about one week and then already returned to CDCA home.

Result of the second terminal examination was published; all the students have successfully passed it.

The donor of our center from South Korea visited to Nepal for the project monitoring. They visited to CDCA home, women's non-formal class of Durga mandir Kapan, Kapilvastu and visited to Pushpalal Memorial School Kapan too.
Senegazelle provided educational materials support to provide them to the school children of government and the children of CDCA home. It is a continuation of the support from which started from 2010.

November:

Children celebrated Tihar festival at home with the CDCA Members.

Children's schools restarted after the one month long holiday of Dashain & Tihar festivals.

Boy's room were shifted to first floor from the ground floor of the building & 2 more new bed to boys room & new mattresses, blankets and it's accessories were added & as well as to the girls room.

Chairman Dendi Sherpa went to Sishakhola, Solukhumbhu for the inauguration of 2 projects; tailoring training class for women for 6 months and improved cooking stoves for 89 households to alleviate burn disabilities for 3 three VDCs; Taptine, Kerung & Gorakhani (these 2 projects were sponsorised by P'tits Loups de Katmandou).

Installation of improved cooking stoves project started from Kerung VDC (Sishakhola)

Chairman Dendi Sherpa distributed school materials to the students of Sishakhola Higher Secondary school.
Swastika Jirel has started to go to Rehabilitation Center regularly for special kind of physiotherapy and her special shoes were bought.
December:

Anjali Tamang was brought to CDCA home for one month long winter vacation.

Tailoring training class for women started at Sishakhola.

The third terminal examination held with the good result.

Vaccination campagne were held at Pushpalal Memorial School and the children of CDCA has given the vaccin of rubella.

An interaction program has been organized at Shambala Village Resort for indoor waste management for the women of Kapan VDC.